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Project Statement 
 
As technology becomes more portable, it is increasingly so an extension of our 

identities. What is missing from human interaction on the internet? The internet provides 

a space that is absent of any spontaneity. It is an area of complete control, alertness and 

surveillance. The speed of the internet and our dependence and daily integration with 

technology has effected the way we identify each other. My thesis project questions if the 

internet has better connected us or if it has removed ourselves even more from social 

interaction. Also another important question is how has online dating expanding the 

possibilities and changed the idea of finding “the one”? By creating different profiles on 

internet dating sites for different and exaggerated fragments of my personality I will 

explore the various strategies of online dating as well as explore different aspects of my 

being. By playing out each character not only online but in reality as well, there will be a 

comparison and very experiential realization of the differences of personas in the 

different realms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Initial Paper Prototyping and Explanation: 

 
Date Scenarios: 
 
i interviewed a guy my mom met through match.com and he was telling me that because 
of the social stigma behind online dating if anyone asks how he met someone that he is 
dating he says "we met at starbucks". this gave me the idea for my title and my location 
for my first dates. this scenario seems to go hand and hand with my thesis idea. it hits on 
the social acceptance of internet dating as well as creates another "white lie" within the 
whole project. the characters i play out online and in real life are figments of my being. 
they are not necessarily false representations of who i am but rather extremes of certain 
aspects of my personality.  
 
Brainstorming Personas: 
 
computer geek: 
-technology obsessed 
-socially awkward/little to no social life 
physical: glasses, curly hair 
 
perfectionist: 
-super healthy 
-ocd 
-worried, anxious 
-over-analytical 
physical: crisp, clean clothing 
full make-up and hair done 
 
nature lover yogi: 
-vegan 
-big weed smoker 
-nature obsessed 
physical: hippie clothing/yoga stretchy pants, no makeup 
 
party girl: 
loud, wired/energetic, never without a drink in hand 
physical: heavy dark makeup(from night before), tired eyes 
 
artist: 
-chain smoker, heavy coffee drinker, moody, introspective, analytical 
physical: messy, paint splatters on everything 
 
shy: 
-quiet whisper-like voice 
-nervous laughter 
physical: understated quiet colors/clothing 



 
pothead 
-forgetful, spacey, relaxed, dumb 
 
 
other personas: cook, fashionista, hip-hop/rap obsessed white girl, graffiti artist 
 

 

3 Persona Profiles: 

Perfectionist- 

 
 



Party Girl 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Shy 

 
 

 

futher prototyping:  

example profile pages, more persona photographs 

user scenarios:  

may be examples of guys that these different characters would attract for dates 
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